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A delectable debacle of Hashers arrived by car, motorbike, broom stick and mosquito wing and braced themselves 
for a cruel trail, set by Calendar Girl at the last minute – or more accurately with about 4380 minutes to prepare. Our 
kindly and generous volunteer Hare-ett announced that there were no arrows, no marks at all because it was 
threatening rain and last time us bastards gave her such a hard time that she frankly felt “stuff youse all”.  Mud maps 
were handed out for the mentally decrepit as the run was a classic trot around the block and the walk not much 
more thrilling.  Good food was promised to atone for the lack of trail markings.  It being only a shade past the yard 
arm of April Fool’s Day, our Calendar Girl’s namesake day, most believed it was a ploy and marks would surely be 
found. 
 
Incredibly the Runners and Walkers all made it back in good time and after the compulsory rehydration, the GM 
called the circle. 
 
The Run Report as told by FIGJAM: 
10 marks awarded for every false trail 
5 marks for every regroup 
1 mark for every single arrow put down 
Score: 0/10 
“She’s a Harriette and she’s alright”  
 

RUN NO: 2021 DATE: 03/04/2017  HARE: Calendar Girl  LOCATION: Fitzbiggon, look for the paths without arrows. 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at sometime in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 

HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 

Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH 

Operation COVERT ARROWS – not a mark, not a jot, not a dash, not an arrow to be found. #secretRun #screwEwesAll 

http://www.bnh3.yolasite.com/
mailto:brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com


HASH RELIGIOUS ARTICLES – none were awarded tonight as all current holders were MIA  
Large Appendage: 10 Fingers (Flower said it was unlikely that any such thing would be found in this cool weather) 
Small Appendage: Scrubber   Scrubber Shirt: Flasher  Brush (Vagina): Pickpocket 
 
CHARGES: 
Stupid charged for a hat in the circle. “He’s stupid, he’s stupid” 
 
Ned stepped forward with general information that someone wore a nice little red garter on the run and perhaps 
they’d like to do a can-can in the circle?  The GM reversed the charge and advised it’s not red it’s orange and is called 
a patella band.  Flower asked if it was a hernia support or perhaps a band to tuck his old fella in so it doesn’t flick up 
and hit him in the face when he runs? “Down down down your beer to answer for your crime”. 
 
Thirsty Committee Members invited to come forward for a drink for their first run.  The RA of Thirsty,  TripleJ, 
corrected that it’s a vicious rumour and there’s even a trash to prove it. Flower, Woppa & Triple J.  “You ought to be 
publicly pissed on”. 
 
Overproof  
Charge off the run:  A small group of eager MAMILs gathered for a 47km bike ride on Sunday, about 27km later the 
GM looked at Overproof, took a photo of him and then told him that his helmet was on back to front.  Excuse was 
that it was dark when they left, however the light was on in the garage even if not in his head.  Photographic 
evidence duly published on Facebook for all the world to see Overproof’s very obvious wardrobe transgression. 
“He’s stupid” 
 
RETURNEES 
Skids, Fence Stripper and Stupid. “Where oh where oh was you last week” 
 
RENAMING 
Fence Stripper was called into the circle and made to take the position on her knees in front of the GM. Fence 
Stripper was name late in 2016 at Ned & Mammary’s house, 99% of the members voted for a name and the stand in 
GM chose another.  On his first night officiating a Circle, the GM addressed this egress and renamed Vanessa 
“Double Check” because on the runs she always runs a check that someone else is already on.  The comment was 
that well, she does come with Stupid.  “Sister Hasher”. 
 
ABO’S AWARDS FROM THE AGPU 
Pimp Award… FLOWER on the Sir Poxy run it was promised that the walkers could all have a bit of Flower later. 
Toad Exterminator Award… NED on the Vampire Run, Ned turned around and ran back to exterminate a toad he’d 
run past. 
Snow White Award…RYVITA found herself lost in the woods with seven merry Brisbane Men’s Hashers. 
Foreign Ambassador Award… SMOOTH RIDE for promoting the reputation of BNH3 Harrietts while abroad, when 
she fell over and rode an escalator on her back with a Russian man on top.  (Or was it that she rode a Russian man 
under the escalator?) 
On Heat Award…TRIPLEJ who could not keep her hands off the Large Appendage the week before CCS returned 
from overseas.  
 

 
 
Fig Jam charged for the worst down-down song – “Jack and Jill” and something about a forgotten pill... 
Flower sang him “has anyone seen his cock”. 
Nobody claimed to have seen his cock, but we’ve all seen his mustang. 



 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
Happy Birthday to Beachmere Occasional Hash, 21st birthday run this Saturday 8/4/2017, details on web. 
 
Noggy Nash Fest, 27th of May, see attached flyer. 
 
Thirsty Hash Naughty Nautical, 6th of May, see attached flyer (date confirmed as 6/5/17), meet at the Plough Inn 
from 12.00pm 
 
 
NEXT WEEK’S RUN #2022 
Wrong Way’s virgin run, Keperra.  
From the park on the corner of Blaker Road and Towns Street, Keperra. Same park as where Boxy has set a run 
previously.   
 
 

 

The Evidence 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

A bit blurry sorry Vampire, 
but you were the only person 

smiling for the pics so I had 
to use it! 

Ryvita and Wrong Way sharing 
recipes. 

Double Check, Stupid and Dog 

 

 

 

 
 
 

The very serious business of 
rehydration. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 


